The advent of accessible ancient DNA technology now allows the direct ascertainment of allele frequencies in ancestral populations, thereby enabling the use of allele frequency time series to detect and estimate natural selection. Such direct observations of allele frequency dynamics are expected to be more powerful than inferences made using patterns of linked neutral variation obtained from modern individuals. We developed a Bayesian method to make use of allele frequency time series data and infer the parameters of general diploid selection, along with allele age, in non-equilibrium populations. We introduce a novel path augmentation approach, in which we use Markov chain Monte Carlo to integrate over the space of allele frequency trajectories consistent with the observed data. Using simulations, we show that this approach has good power to estimate selection coefficients and allele age. Moreover, when applying our approach to data on horse coat color, we find that ignoring a relevant demographic history can significantly bias the results of inference. Our approach is made available in a C++ software package. 1 48 partial differential equation. A different approach, used by Mathieson and McVean [2013] 49 in the context of a densely-sampled discrete Wright-Fisher model, is to instead compute 50 the probability of the entire allele frequency trajectory in between sampling times. 51 In this work, we develop a novel approach for inference of general diploid selection and 52 allele age from allele frequency time series obtained from aDNA. The key innovation of 53 our approach is that we impute the allele frequency trajectory between sampled points 54 when they are sparsely-sampled. Moreover, by working with a diffusion approximation, 55 we are able to easily incorporate general diploid selection and changing population size.
the continuous diffusion approximation to the discrete Wright-Fisher model. This required 20 them to use numerical techniques to solve the partial differential equation (PDE) associated 21 with transition densities of the diffusion approximation to calculate the probabilities of the population allele frequencies at each time point. Ludwig et al. [2009] obtained an aDNA 23 time series from 6 coat-color-related loci in horses and applied the method of Bollback strategies are necessary because of the inherent difficulty in solving the Wright-Fisher
where B is a standard Brownian motion, α 1 = 2N 0 s 1 , α 2 = 2N 0 s 2 , and ρ(t) = N (t)/N 0 .
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If X t * = 0 (resp. X t * = 1) at some time t * > t 0 , then X t = 0 (resp. X t = 1) for all t ≥ t * .
90
In order to make this description of the dynamics of the population allele frequency 91 trajectory (X t ) t≥t 0 complete, we need to specify an initial condition at time t 0 . In a finite 92 population Wright-Fisher model we would take the allele A 1 to have frequency 1 2N (t 0 ) at allele frequencies and sample times -data which we denote collectively as D. Because 117 we are dealing with objects that don't necessarily have distributions which have densities 118 with respect to canonical reference measures, it will be convenient in the beginning to 119 treat priors and posteriors as probability measures rather than as density functions. For 120 example, the posterior is the probability measure 121 (2) P (dα 1 , dα 2 , dt 0 | D) = P (dD | α 1 , α 2 , t 0 ) π(dα 1 , dα 2 , dt 0 )
where π is a joint prior on the model parameters. However, computing the likelihood 122 P (dD | α 1 , α 2 , t 0 ) is computationally challenging because, implicitly, 123 P (dD | α 1 , α 2 , t 0 ) = P (dD | X) P (dX | α 1 , α 2 , t 0 ), where the integral is over the (unobserved, infinite-dimensional) allele frequency path 124 X = (X t ) t≥t 0 , P (· | α 1 , α 2 , t 0 ) is the distribution of a Wright-Fisher diffusion with selection 125 parameters α 1 , α 2 started at time t 0 at the small but arbitrary frequency x 0 , and
because we assume that sampled allele frequencies at the times t 1 , . . . , t k are independent 127 binomial draws governed by underlying population allele frequencies at the these times.
will play a role analogous to that of Lebesgue measure in the finite-dimensional case, al-164 lowing us to write down the probability density for each sampled path. 165 To see what is involved, suppose we have a diffusion process (Z t ) t≥t 0 that satisfies the
where B is a standard Brownian motion (the Wright-Fisher diffusion is not of this form 168 but, as we shall soon see, it can be be reduced to it after suitable transformations of time 169 and space). Let P be the distribution of (Z t ) t≥t 0 -this is a probability distribution on the 170 space of continuous paths that start from position z 0 at time t 0 . While the probability 171 assigned by P to any particular path is zero, we can, under appropriate conditions, make 172 sense of the probability of a path under P relative to its probability under the distribution 173 of Brownian motion. If we denote by W the distribution of Brownian motion starting from 174 position z 0 at time t 0 , then Girsanov's theorem [Girsanov, 1960] gives the density of the 175 path segment (Z s ) t 0 ≤s≤t under P relative to W as
where the first integral in the exponentiand is an Itô integral. In order for (5) to hold, the 177 integral t t 0 a 2 (Z s , s) ds must be finite, in which case the Itô integral t t 0 a(Z s , s) dZ s is also 178 well-defined and finite. 179 However, the Wright-Fisher SDE (1) is not of the form (4). In particular, the factor 180 multiplying the infinitesimal Brownian increment dB t (the so-called diffusion coefficient) 181 depends on both space and time. To deal with this issue, we first apply a well-known time 182 transformation (see e.g. Slatkin and Hudson [1991] and Griffiths and Tavare [1994] ) and 183 consider the process (X τ ) τ ≥0 given byX
It is not hard to see that (X τ ) τ ≥0 satisfies the following SDE with a time-independent 185 diffusion coefficient,
whereB is a standard Brownian motion. Next, we employ an angular space transformation 187 first suggested by Fisher [1922] , Y τ = arccos(1 − 2X τ ). Applying Itô's lemma [Itô, 1944] 188 shows that (Y τ ) τ ≥0 is a diffusion that satisfies the SDE
where W is a standard Brownian motion. If the process X hits either of the boundary points 0, 1, then it stays there, and the same is true of the time and space transformed 191 process Y for its boundary points 0, π.
192
The restriction of the distribution of the time and space transformed process Y to some 193 set of paths that don't hit the boundary is absolutely continuous with respect to the dis-194 tribution of standard Brownian motion restricted to the same set; that is, the distribution 195 of Y restricted to such a set of paths has a density with respect to the distribution of 196 Brownian motion restricted to the same set. However, the infinitesimal mean in (7) (that 197 is, the term multiplying dτ ) becomes singular as Y τ approaches the boundary points 0 and 198 π, corresponding to the boundary points 0 and 1 for allele frequencies. These singularities 199 prevent the process Y from re-entering the interior of its state space and ensure that a Wright-Fisher path will be absorbed when the allele is either fixed or lost. A consequence 201 is that the density of the distribution of Y relative to that of a Brownian motion blows up 202 as the path approaches the boundary. We are modeling the appearance of a new mutation 203 in terms of a Wright-Fisher diffusion starting at some small initial frequency x 0 at time 204 t 0 and we want to perform our parameter inference in such a way that we get meaning-205 ful answers as x 0 ↓ 0. This suggests that rather than working with the distribution W
206
of Brownian motion as a reference measure it may be more appropriate to work with a 207 tractable diffusion process that exhibits similar behavior near the boundary point 0.
208
To start making this idea of matching singularities more precise, consider a diffusion 209 process (Z t ) t≥t 0 that satisfies the SDE
whereB is a standard Brownian motion. Write Q for the distribution of the diffusion process (Z t ) t≥t 0 and recall that P is the distribution of a solution of (4). If (Z s ) t 0 ≤s≤t is a segment of path such that both
Note that the right-hand side will stay bounded if one considers a sequence of paths,
s)) ds stays bounded. These manipulations with densities may 213 seem somewhat heuristic, but they can be made rigorous and, moreover, the form of dP dQ 214 follows from an extension of Girsanov's theorem that gives the density of P with respect 215 to Q directly without using the densities with respect to W as intermediaries (see, for 216 example, [Kallenberg, 2002, Theorem 18.10] ).
We wish to apply this observation to the time and space transformed Wright-Fisher diffusion of (7). Because
when y is small, an appropriate reference process should have infinitesimal mean b(y, t) ≈ which is the solution of the SDE
up until the first time thatȲ t hits 0, after which timeȲ t stays at 0 [Revuz and Yor, 1999, 224 Chapter XI].
225
As we show more explicitly in the Appendix, this choice of dominating measure allows us 226 to arrive at a proper posterior distribution as we send the initial frequency of the allele down 227 to 0. In brief, if we write P y 0 and Q y 0 for the respective distributions of the solutions of (7)
228 and (10) to emphasize the dependence on y 0 (equivalently, on the initial allele frequency 229
x 0 ), then there are σ-finite measures P 0 and Q 0 with infinite total mass such that for each
where the numerators and denominators in the last two equations are all finite. Moreover, 233 P 0 has a density with respect to Q 0 that arises by naively taking limits as y 0 ↓ 0 in the 234 functional form of the density of P y 0 with respect to Q y 0 (we say "naively" because P y 0 and 235 Q y 0 assign all of their mass to paths that start at position y 0 = arccos(1 − 2x 0 ) at time 0, 236 whereas P 0 and Q 0 assign all of their mass to paths that start at position 0 at time 0, and 237 so the set of paths at which it is relevant to compute the density changes as y 0 ↓ 0). As
238
we have already remarked, the limit of our Bayesian inferential procedure may be thought 239 of as Bayesian inference with an improper prior, but we stress that the resulting posterior 240 is proper.
241
The notion of the infinite measure Q 0 may seem somewhat forbidding, but this measure 242 is characterized by the following simple properties:
√ , and conditional on the event {Ȳ = y} the evolution of (Ȳ t ) t≥ 244 is exactly that of the Bessel(0) process started at position y at time . In the Appendix, 245 we provide a more explicit construction of the measure Q 0 as part of our derivation of 246 the proposal ratios in our MCMC algorithm. Moreover, conditional on the event {Ȳ s = a,Ȳ u = b} for 0 ≤ s < u and a, b > 0, the evolution of the "bridge" (Ȳ u ) s≤t≤u is the same 248 as that of the corresponding bridge for a Bessel(4) process; a Bessel(4) process satisfies the
Very importantly for the sake of simulations, the Bessel(4) process is just the radial part of 251 a 4-dimensional standard Brownian motion -in particular, this process started at 0 leaves 252 immediately and never returns.
253
Note that the Bessel(0) process arises naturally because our space transformation
x when x > 0 is likelihood of the observations and the path, we make the assumption that the population 261 size function ρ(t) is continuously differentiable except at a finite set of times
also exists (though it may not necessarily equal ρ(d i )).
264
We can write the joint likelihood of the data and the path as
where F(·) is the binomial sampling probability of the observed allele frequencies, P is the distribution of transformed Wright-Fisher paths, and Q is the distribution of Bessel(0) paths. In the Appendix, we show that
where f is as in (6), m = min{i : d i > t 0 } and K = max{i : d i > t k }, and
.
While this expression may appear complicated, it has the important feature that, unlike 2.6.1. Interior path updates. To update a section of the allele frequency, we first choose a 280 time s 1 ∈ (t 0 , t k ) uniformly at random, and then choose a time s 2 that is a fixed fraction of 281 the path length subsequent to s 1 . We prefer this approach of updating a fixed fraction of 282 the path to an alternative strategy of holding s 2 −s 1 constant because paths for very strong 283 selection may be quite short. Recalling the definition of f from (6), we subsequently propose 284 a new segment of transformed path between the times f (s 1 ) and f (s 2 ) while keeping the 285 values Y f (s 1 ) and Y f (s 2 ) fixed (Figure 2a ). Such a path that is conditioned to take specified 286 values at both end-points of the interval over which it is defined is called a bridge, and by 287 updating small portions of the path instead of the whole path at once, we are able to obtain 288 the desirable behavior that our Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is able to stay in regions of 289 path space with high posterior probability. If we instead drew the whole path each time, 290 we would much less efficiently target the posterior distribution.
291
Noting that bridges must be sampled against the transformed time scale, the best bridges 292 for the allele frequency path would be realizations of Wright-Fisher bridges themselves.
293
However, sampling Wright-Fisher bridges is challenging (but see Schraiber et al. [2013] , from the Bessel(0) process. Sampling Bessel(0) bridges can be accomplished by first sam-296 pling Bessel(4) bridges (as described in Schraiber et al. [2013] ) and then recognizing that 297 a Bessel(4) process is the same as a Bessel(0) process conditioned to never hit 0 and hence 298 has the same bridges -in the language of the general theory of Markov processes, the 299 Bessel(0) and Bessel(4) processes are Doob h-transforms of each other and it is well-known 300 that processes related in this way share the same bridges. We denote by (Y τ ) τ ≥0 the path 301 that has the proposed bridge spliced in between times f (s 1 ) and f (s 2 ) and coincides with 302
In the Appendix, we show that the acceptance probability in this case is simply
Note that we only need to compute the likelihood ratio for the segment of transformed 305 path that changed between the times f (s 1 ) and f (s 2 ). 
which reflects the fact that an allele is more likely to arise during times of large population 315 size [Slatkin, 2001] . In the Appendix, we show that the acceptance probability is
where, in the notation of Subsection 2.4,
is the density of the so-called entrance law for the Bessel(0) process that appears in the 318 characterization of the σ-finite measure Q 0 and q(t 0 |t 0 ) is the proposal distribution of t 0 319 (in practice, we use a half-truncated normal distribution centered at t 0 , with the upper 320 truncation occurring at the first time of non-zero observed allele frequency 
(in practice, we use a truncated normal distribution centered at Y f (t k ) and truncated at 0 329 and π), then, arguing along the same lines as the interior path update and the allele age 330 update, we accept this update with probability
is the transition density of the Bessel (0) parameter. We find that across the range of simulated α 1 values, estimation is quite ac-366 curate ( Figure 3A ). There is some downward bias for large true values of α 1 , indicating 367 the influence of the prior. On the other hand, the strength of selection in favor of the ho-368 mozygote, α 2 , is less well estimated, with a more pronounced downward bias ( Figure 3B ).
369
This is largely because most simulated alleles do not reach sufficiently high frequency for 370 homozygotes to be common. Hence, there is very little information regarding the fitness of 371 the homozygote. Allele age is estimated accurately, although there is a slight bias toward 372 estimating a more recent age than the truth ( Figure 3C ).
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[ Figure 3 analyses retained from the inference with constant demography, and 454 analyses that were 387 retained in both.
388
To quantify the overall impact of demographic model misspecification on parameter inference, we approximated the posterior root mean square error of a parameter (generically θ) by averaging over the posterior distribution,
where the sum is over retained MCMC samples.
We found substantially smaller RMSE for inference of α 1 when demography is properly 390 modeled ( Figure 4 ). While inference of α 2 was similar between the two models, there is 391 somewhat larger RMSE when demography is incorrectly assumed to be constant. Interest-392 ingly, there seem to be two regimes of error in allele age estimation: for the most recent 393 allele ages, modeling demography results in higher RMSE, while for more ancient ages, With the MC1R locus, we found that posterior inferences about selection coefficients 411 can be strongly influenced by whether or not demographic information is included in the 412 analysis ( Figure 5 ). Marginally, we see that incorporating demographic information results 413 in an inference that α 1 is larger than the constant-size model (MAP estimates of 267.6 and 414 74.1, with and without demography, respectively; Figure 5A ), while α 2 is inferred to be 415 smaller (MAP estimates of 59.1 and 176.2, with and without demography, respectively; 416 Figure 5B ). This has very interesting implications for the mode of selection inferred on the 417 MC1R locus. Recall that α 2 > α 1 > 0 is direction selection, in which the derived allele 418 is always beneficial, α 2 < α 1 > 0 is overdominant selection, in which the heterozygote 419 is favored, and α 2 > α 1 < 0 is underdominant selection, in which the heterozygote is 420 disfavored. With constant demography, the trajectory of the allele is estimated to be shaped 421 by positive directional selection (joint MAP, α 1 = 87.6, α 2 = 394.8; Figure 5C ), while when 422 demographic information is included, selection is inferred to act in an overdominant fashion 423 (joint MAP, α 1 = 262.5, α 2 = 128.1; Figure 5D ).
424
[ Figure 6 about here.]
425
Incorporation of demographic history also has substantial impacts on the inferred distri-426 bution of allele ages ( Figure 6 ). Most notably, the distribution of the allele age for MC1R 427 is significantly truncated when demography is incorporated, in a way that correlates to 428 the demographic events ( Figure S1 ). While both the constant-size history and the more far less likely that the allele rose more anciently than the recent population expansion.
432
Because the allele is inferred to be younger under the model incorporating demography, 433 the strength of selection in favor of the homozygote must be higher to allow it to escape 434 low frequency quickly and reach the observed allele frequencies. Hence, α 1 is inferred to 435 be much higher when demographic history is explicitly modeled.
436
[ Figure 7 about here.]
437
Incorporation of demographic history has an even more significant impact on inferences 438 made about the ASIP locus (Figure 7) . Most strikingly, while α 1 is inferred to be very similar to the logic of a path integral, in which we average over all possible allele frequency putatively neutral loci sampled from the same individuals, thus determining which samples for a path (y t ) t≥0 . Assuming that π has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure which, 553 with a slight abuse of notation, we also denote by π, the outcome of our Bayesian inferential 554 procedure is determined by the ratios 555 (18) P(dD | y * * , t * * 0 )Φ y 0 (y * * ; α * * 1 , α * * 2 , t * * 0 )π(α * * 1 , α * * 2 , t * * 0 ) P(dD | y * , t * 0 )Φ y 0 (y * ; α * 1 , α * 2 , t * 0 )π(α * 1 , α * 2 , t * 0 ) for pairs of augmented parameter values (y * , α * 1 , α * 2 , t * 0 ) and (y * * , α * * 1 , α * * 2 , t * * 0 ) (i.e. the 556 Metropolis-Hastings ratio).
557
Under the probability measure P y 0 (· | α 1 , α 2 , t 0 ), the process (Y t ) t≥0 converges in distri-558 bution as y 0 ↓ 0 (equivalently, x 0 ↓ 0) to the trivial process that starts at location 0 at time 559 0 and stays there. However, for all > 0 the conditional distribution of (Y t ) t≥ under the 560 probability measure P y 0 (· | α 1 , α 2 , t 0 ) given the event {Y > 0} converges to a non-trivial 561 probability measure as y 0 ↓ 0. Similarly, the conditional distribution of the reference 562 diffusion process (Ȳ t ) t≥ under the probability measure Q y 0 (·) given the event {Ȳ > 0} 563 converges as y 0 ↓ 0 to a non-trivial limit. There are σ-finite measures P 0 (· | α 1 , α 2 , t 0 ) and 564 Q 0 (·) on path space that both have infinite total mass, are such that for any > 0 both of 565 these measures assign finite, non-zero mass to the set of paths that are strictly positive at 566 the time , and the corresponding conditional probability measures are the limits as y 0 ↓ 0 567 of the conditional probability measures described above. Moreover, there is a function
. Thus, the limit as y 0 ↓ 0 of a Bayesian inferential procedure for the augmented set of 571 parameters can be viewed as a Bayesian inferential procedure with the improper prior 572 P 0 (dY | α 1 , α 2 , t 0 )π(dα 1 , dα 2 , dt 0 ) for the parameters Y, α 1 , α 2 , t 0 . In particular, the limit-573 ing Bayesian inferential procedure is determined by the ratios 574 (21) P(dD | y * * , t * * 0 )Φ 0 (h * * ; α * * 1 , α * * 2 , t * * 0 )π(α * * 1 , α * * 2 , t * * 0 ) P(dD | y * , t * 0 )Φ 0 (y * ; α * 1 , α * 2 , t * 0 )π(α * 1 , α * 2 , t * 0 ) for pairs of augmented parameter values (y * , α * 1 , α * 2 , t * 0 ) and (y * * , α * * 1 , α * * 2 , t * * 0 ). 575 7.2. The likelihood of the data and the path. Write τ i = f (t i ). Note that τ 0 = 576 f (t 0 ) = 0. Using equation (9), the density of the distribution of the transformed allele 577 frequency process (Y t ) 0≤s≤τ k against the reference distribution of the Bessel(0) process
is the infinitesimal mean of the Bessel(0) process. However, as shown by Sermaidis et al. [2013] , attempting to approximate the Itô integral in (22) using a discrete representation of the path can lead to biased estimates of the posterior distribution. Instead, consider the potential functions
and
If we assume that ρ is continuous (not merely right continuous with left limits), then Itô's lemma shows that we can write
To generalize this to the case where ρ is right continuous with left limits, write
where m and K are defined in the main text,
for m < i < K,
Itô's lemma can then be applied to each segment in turn. Following the conversion of the Itô integrals into ordinary Lebesgue integrals, making the substitution s = f −1 (r) results 587 in the path likelihood displayed in (11). take the values y v 1 and y v 2 at the end-points; that is, the proposed new piece of path is a 594 bridge.
595
The ratio that determines the probability of accepting the proposed path is
where P (· | y , t 0 ) and P (· | y, t 0 ) give the probability of the observed allele counts given 597 the transformed allele frequency paths and initial time t 0 , P(·) is the distribution of the 598 transformed Wright-Fisher diffusion starting from y 0 > 0 at time 0 (that is, the distribution 599 we have sometimes denoted by P y 0 ), the probability kernel κ(· | y) gives the distribution of 600 the proposed path when the current path is y, and κ(· | y ) is similar. To be completely 601 rigorous, the second term in the product in (23) should be interpreted as the Radon-
602
Nikodym derivative of two probability measures on the product of path space with itself. to Lebesgue measure) of the Bessel(0) process. Suppose that (ξ, ζ) is a pair of random 609 paths with P ((ξ, ζ) ∈ (dy, dy )) = P(dy)κ(dy | y). Then, writing z t = y t = y t for t ∈
where the factor in the denominator arises because we are proposing bridges and hence 612 conditioning on going from a fixed location at v 1 = u m to another fixed location at v 2 = u n .
Thus,
Therefore, the Radon-Nikodym derivative appearing in (23) immediately.
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The above argument was carried out under the assumption that the transformed initial 621 allele frequency y 0 was strictly positive and so all the measures involved were probabil-622 ity measures. However, taking y 0 ↓ 0 we see that the formula (12) continues to hold.
623
Alternatively, we could have worked directly with the measure P 0 in place of P y 0 . The 624 only difference is that we would have to replace P (y 0 , y; 0, s) by the density φ(y; 0, s) of an 625 entrance law for P 0 . That is, φ(y; 0, s) has the property that By analogy with the previous subsection, we need to consider
where ξ is a transformed Wright-Fisher process starting at y 0 at time 0 and run to time We have for y 0 , . . . y m and y 0 , . . . , y n with y 0 = y 0 and y m = y n that
where the second equality follows from the fact that y n = y m .
where T = 
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We have thusfar assumed that y 0 is strictly positive. As in the previous subsection, Figure S2 . Influence of population size on age estimates of the ASIP locus. Data presented is as in Figure S1 
